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“Investment providers can do more to make the route to
investing easier, such as having low minimum investment
amounts and clearer product information. Millennials are
the key demographic here as they express more open
attitudes towards risk, but lack the funds to invest in
traditional funds.”
– Rich Shepherd, Senior Financial Services
Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•

Changing attitudes towards risk
A bright future among younger consumers?

The investment customer base is understandably predominantly made up of wealthier consumers who
have built up enough funds in cash savings to be willing and comfortable to put some of it at risk
through investing. Ultra-low interest rates in the last decade have raised the appeal of investing as a
means of earning greater returns on savings. However, the difficulty many find in saving and
maintaining significant sums is a difficult barrier to overcome, preventing a large proportion of
consumers from becoming viable customers for investment firms.
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… but investing is still a minority pursuit
Figure 11: Number of ISAs and amounts subscribed to each component, 2008/9-2016/17
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Figure 12: Effective interest rates on household deposit balances versus official bank base rate, January 2013-August 2018
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Regulators pushing for greater transparency
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Press is the dominant medium
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Nielsen Ad Intel coverage
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Savings and Investment Product Ownership
Around a quarter currently have investments …
Figure 17: Ownership of savings and investments, August 2018
… often limited to stocks and shares ISAs and company shares
Figure 18: Ownership of savings and investments products, August 2018

Identifying Potential Investors – Value of Savings
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25% hold more than £20,000 …
Figure 19: Value of savings and investments, August 2018
… falling to 15% of non-investors
Figure 20: Value of savings and investments, by ownership of investments, August 2018
Up to a quarter could have enough to cover medium-term expenses
Figure 21: Value of savings of non-investors, by annual household income, August 2018

Identifying Potential Investors – Appetite for Risk
People are conservative but half could be encouraged to take risks …
Figure 22: Appetite for risk, August 2018
… falling to a fifth of non-investors
Figure 23: Appetite for risk, by ownership of investments, August 2018
Higher-value savers are more open to risk
Figure 24: Appetite for risk among non-investors, by value of savings, August 2018
Aversion to risk increases with age
Figure 25: Appetite for risk among non-investors, by age, August 2018

Approach to Saving
51% of non-investors with savings are regular savers
Figure 26: How non-investors save, August 2018
Non-investors are split on their savings goals …
Figure 27: Non-investors’ savings goals, August 2018
… and most have only one type of goal
Figure 28: Non-investors’ savings goals, repertoire analysis, August 2018
Middle-aged savers have a keener eye to the future
Figure 29: Non-investors’ savings goals, by age, August 2018
Cash ISA holders represent the most likely converts to investments
Figure 30: Non-investors’ savings aims, by ownership of savings accounts, August 2018

Barriers to Investing
Risk aversion is the biggest challenge to overcome
Figure 31: Reasons not to own investments, August 2018
A fifth with more than £20,000 in savings don’t feel wealthy enough to invest
Figure 32: Agreement with the statement “I don’t have enough money to invest” as a reason not to own investments, by value of
savings, August 2018
Regular savers are more concerned by certainty
Figure 33: Reasons not to own investments, by approach to saving, August 2018
Improved education could close the investment gap
Figure 34: Agreement with the statement “I don’t understand how investing works” as a reason not to own investments, by age and
gender, August 2018
Half identify only one barrier to investing
Figure 35: Reasons not to own investments, repertoire analysis, August 2018

Interest in Investment Features
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Opportunities for micro-investing
Figure 36: Interest in features of investment products, August 2018
Easy access holds big appeal
Figure 37: Interest in features of investment products, by approach to saving, August 2018
Looking beyond advice?
Figure 38: Interest in channel-based features of investment products, by generation, August 2018

Awareness of Investment Advertising
Marketing isn’t coming through to non-investors
Figure 39: Awareness of investment advertising, August 2018
Online channels best-placed to reach tomorrow’s investors
Figure 40: Awareness of selected investment advertising, by age, August 2018
Regular savers are more attuned, but most are still in the dark
Figure 41: Awareness of investment advertising, by approach to saving, August 2018

Attitudes towards Investments
Non-investors are more interested in returns than investment profiles …
Figure 42: Attitudes towards investments, August 2018
… but ethical issues are important for younger consumers
Figure 43: Agreement with the statement “I would be more interested in the types of investments on offer (eg type of companies I
could buy shares in) than the amount I could expect to earn”, by age, August 2018
Current account providers have only a small advantage

Appendix – Data Sources, Abbreviations and Supporting Information
Abbreviations
Consumer research methodology
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